v
intonationally varying repeats of the same word. The wo,d hello is capable of taking naturally
a wide range of contrasting intonational nuclei, thus providing a potentially greater range ot
within-speaker variations.
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PROCEDURE

Clermont"
Phil Rose'and Frantz
' Phonetics

Laborl\T;ii

Subjects Six demonstrably similar-sounding, adult-male native speakers of General to slightly
Broad Australian English were recorded. Four of the speakers are closely related: JM, his two
sons DM and EM, and his nephew MD. RS and PS are father and son. Similar-sounding
means similar sounding to naive listeners, and presumably rests on similarities in auditory
voice quality rather than phonetic quality (for the distinction, see the collection of papers in
Laver (1991)). The speakers had been chosen initially on lhe basis of anecdotally reported
similarity (it was claimed for example that a father and son were commonly confused by their
wife and mother over the telephone). The six speakers were shown in subsequent
experiments reported in Rose and Duncan (1995) to indeed have voices similar enough to be
confused in open identificaiion and discrimination tasks even by closest family members. lt is
not surprising that perceptual discrimination tests with naive uniamiliar listeners also showed
the six voices to be highly confusable.
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Recordings Use was made of two sets of recordings to furnish genuine long-term data for
comparison. These were separated by a period of four years (DM) and one year (the others),
and are referred to as R(ecording) 1 and R(ecording) 2. Details of the within- and betweenspeaker variation in the two sets ol recordings can be lound in Rose (1999a) for R1, and
Rose (1999b) for R2. Two sets of data were obtained in the second recording, and data from
the second set were used. ln order to elicit a selection of realistically varying intonational
patterns, speakers were asked to say the word helloas they imagined they might say it under
six different situations. (1) answering the'phone, (2) announcing their arraval home, (3)
questioning if someone was there, (4) greeting a long-lost lriend, (5) passing someone in the
corridor, (6) reading it oft the page. ln the second recording session lhese were expanded to:
(7) meeting the Prime Minister, (8) admiring someone's appearance, and (9) trying to altract
someone's attention. Some speakers, especially EM, preferred utterances other than hel/o
(e.9. Hi, Hey, G da_y) lor some situations, and so had less hel/o tokens than the others.
Table 1. Numbers of tokens recordedR1

DM
17

R2

9

JM
6

I

EM
3
7

PS
4

RS
7

10

I

MD
6

I

The hel/c were recorded using prolessional
equipment in the A.N.U. phonetics laboratory
recording studio. The resulting analogue signals
were then sampled at 10 kHz, and analysed (lLS
API routine) by linear prediction (LP-order 14) ol

2omsec Hamming-windowed frames with 100% pre-emphasis and a frame advance of
6.4msec. The boundaries oI the /l/, the offset of modal phonalion in /ou/, and the onset of the
first vowel were determined from inspectron ol the wave-form produced by the ILS SGM
command (yielding a quasi-spectrogram plot), in conjunction with conventional analog wideband speclrograms. The following seven temporal landmarks were defined: the middle of the
/l/; 25% intervals ol the duration of the /ou/; and the middle ol the lirst vowel if present. The
ILS analysis frames corresponding to the landmarks were then identilied, the centrelrequency of the first four lormants identified, and transferred to a spreadsheet tor statistical
analysis. ln addition, the set ot 14 LP-derived cepstral coefficients corresponding to each
landmark were retained for further processing.
Eand-Selective Cepstral Distance (BSD) ln order to obtain cepstral analogues of the formant-

based measures of variance and distance that are commonly sought in forensic speaker
identification, it became essential to have access to any sub-band of the cepstrally-smoothed
spectra and to afford such flexibility without the additional costs of signal filtering and reanalyses. To this end, it was determined to exploit Clermont & Mokhtari's (1994) parametric
formulation oJ the cepstral distance, which precisely permits a posteriori specilication ol the
upper and the lower bound of any frequency sub-band between oHz and the Nyquist
frequency. This novel approach was lhus ulilised to carry oul cepstral analyses for two
conditions. ln the iirst condition ("Single Formant Region Cepstra" (SFRC), the spectral
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t
regionsstraddlingthefrequencyrangeofeaciofthefourobservedformantswereprocessed
The upper bound lor each
selararely using input parameiers to the ASO delined as follows'
observed
set-at ihe ir"qu"ncy of the highest mean-formant's centre-frequency
;d;;;"
tne to*e|. bound at the lowest mean minus one standard
standard deviation,
pr,l"
"n" For example, the "nd
highest mean centre-frequency (499 Hz) for Fl in /l/ was
ieviatlon.
deviation ol 17 Hz; and the lowest mean centre-frequency
standarJ
with
a
pi"o"""i ov RS,
by ps, with a srandard deviation of 30 Hz. The spectral
laoii.i roi rt in /t/ was produced wis
specified in terms of an upper bound ol (a99+17 =)
ieoion tnus processed by the BSD
st"O Hz and a lower bound of (405'30=) 375 Hz'

ln spite of the problems in formant identilication alluded to above, it was generally easy to
identify these six speakers'formants - for some even up to F5. There were two exceptions. ln
both recordings, JM appeared to have two close resonances in the area of F4, neither of
which was unambiguously continuous. The higher of the two had to be identified as "true" F4
and the other as a singer's formant (Rose 1999a: l2-13). ln RS,s second recording, his F3

and F4 were not reliably exlracted. These two speakers ofier the possibility lor cepstral

realistic variety ot
tntonation As intended, the different situations did elicit a forensically
which were formally
difterent intonational patterns. Thirteen different patterns occurred,
Rise' Downstep' Fall-Rise and
ctassiiiabte according io their nuclear pitch into five types: Fatt,
i;;_i"i (Rose 1996b: 1O). wirh rhe exception oi JM, who produced proportionately more
comparable'
Oownsteps, the between-speaker intonational variety was largely

Auditory phonetic quatity Allhough the speakers were largely comparable.in..the
within-

.rpr"rJg;"nt"l

aspect" of their pionetic quality, they showed both between- and

diphthongal offglide in /ou/.
;;"k;ri;gr""tal variation in the backness and rounding of the backness
of the diphthongal
in
the
range
a
wide
show
typically
/ou/
Australian
iA""iir"tt"i ol
-]
Aata collected here have an offglide ranging between [y

oftgtiO";. The /ou/ diphthongs inihe
of a
unit*-'l u+l (and a fairly open central initial target [B]) They are thus representative
had what sounded
r"i,;i p"tt oi ine typicat iange. Two speakers (PS and RS) consistently
lronter: [u], and JM's
tike a'backer/roun'd'er off-glide: [u+]; bM's offglide was consistently
lo*"r, [n-]. The other two speakers showed within;;u"o"o slightly irontei
"ndtokens sounoeo the same as DM's, and some sounded
"irgrid"
some',of EM's /ou/

,pJ"t",

".ri"ti"".
backer/morerounded,althoughnotaSmuchaSPSandRs.MDwasnotableforhiswide

were differences in
range of off-glide realisations,lrom [u+] through tt]l to [y-]. Also noticeable
the
in"L"ono"i, articulation of /l/ (pharyngealisdd vs velarised), and incidental differences in

aDrrF2 oDMF3
aPSF3
'DMFI
PSF2
VPSF1

4000

:?yl1
iJt"J:,:;'"3.',"#i;
lPsla
i-^^rronl
n6int
!t" !o irport"nt
point iis

that, as a result of

3s00
gooo

a ud ito ry
th ese
linguistic diflerences'
E2

u6

diphthongal target.

analysis to demonstrate its superiority.

RESULTS

1000

diphthong, and F2, F3 and F4 at offset. Notably, the ditference in F2 over the last two
landmarks in /ou/ corresponds to an audible difference in the acuteness of the second

discriminate rather
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reasons for this is because the
F-ratios for the lormants across
bolh recordings are significantly

correlated, whereas those tor
the cepstral analysis are not).
However, both cepstral and
tormant analyses do agree in
the status of the 75% landmark.
This is the point at which the
highest within- to betweenspeaker values occur bolh across recordings and across analyses. (For lormants this is
terms of the sum of the F-ratios of the individual tormants at a landmark; lor the cepstra

in
in

landmark.

Jrom the similarity in

their auditorY voice

1999a: 17))' lican be seen trom tigure 1 that PS and
of the
a {airly high level of congruence in all formants except F3 at the onset

I'

comparable points exist
belween the cepstral and
formant F-ratios (one ot the

QualitV.

wasDMandMD,Whowereseparatedovera|lby101Hz'wilhindividualformantdifferences
DM
Oispiay

for both the formant and cepstral
data, on the data in both R1 and
R2, at each of the sampling
points. The resulting F-ratios
are given in table 3. Very few

butdifferentphonetic

Euclidean
quality, some pairs of speakers had very similar mean F,-patterns' Within-session
all iour formants both combined,
ili",iJ", were calculated for all between-speaker pairs formean
F-patterns o{ the,wo most
and individually ior both recordings. Figure 1 shows the
distance' The mean
Euclidean
overall
to
according
(PS,
DM),
R2
in
.i.ifrr
individual lormants,
Hz,
with
"p""x"rs
109
Was
formants
iour
pair
all
over
for
this
Euclidean distance
(tn R1 the most similar pair
fiom F1 through F4, as foilows: 15 Hz, 1 38 Hz, 118 Hz, 120 Hz.

.t SS,8f, 160, and 85 Hz (Rose

As a preliminary to the
discrimination, in order to find
out where the points of greatest
within- to between-speaker
variation in hello lay, a single
tactor ANOVA was carried out

terms of the highest whole-range value.) lt is thus possible to say that the greatest betweento within-speaker long-term variation occurs at the same landmark (7So/") in both the F-pattern
and the C-pattern. Their discrimination performance was accordingly tested at the 75olo

ol , I ' i , I ' i ' I ':,:l
':^i: FormantanalysisAs
; i ,iy" 2s% 50% 7s% 100 ;;;t be eipected
Figure 1. Mean F-patterns compared for PS and

ANOVA COMPARISON

DISCRIMINATION ANALYSES

In forensic phonetic case-work, the emphasis is on discrimination between same-voice
samples and difterent-voice samples. This diflers somewhat from the conventional sense of
discriminant analysis, which is concerned with assigning to a set o{ pre-established classes
(here speakers) an unlabelled token observed in addition to those used to determine the
classes (Woods, Fletcher & Hughes 1986: 266). Forensically, identification is the secondary
result of a process of discrimination. lf it is decided that two samples come from the same
voice, the suspect is identiJied as the criminal. lf not, no identilication results. ln this
experiment, therefore, discrimination does not mean being able to identify individuals, but
being able to say, given any pair of hella from our data set, whether or not they come from
the same speaker. ln this experiment, we wanted to find out how much better a cepstral
analysis can do this than a formant analysis.
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Bothcepstralandformantanalysesintheprecedingsectionshowedlh'alhellohasthemost

landmark. Two tests were accordingly performed
the diicriminant power ol lormant- and cepstrally-based analyses at the 75%
io
carried out
"orp"r"
on same-speaker and different speaker pairs oI heltrs. The tirst test was
landmaik
possible within- and
with the same-session data oi the second recording. ln this test, all
inOiviOuaf-iOentitying inlormation at the

75*

bet*een-sp"ak"rpairsolhe//cweretested.ThuS,forexample,DM'Slirsthe//olokenin.his all
recording, and
second recording was compared with all his other tokens in his second

210 within-speaker
oiner tot<ens trori tne second recording of all other speakers' ln all, then,
pairs'
pairs oi frelfm were compared in the lirst test, and 1 1 68 betvveen-speaker
analyses' this test
Aithough it quantifies the relative performance ol the cepstral and formant
(Rose 1999b:1,2). Therefore a
data
single-session
uses
it
because
unreatistic
isioreisicatty
diflerent session
second, fore;sically more realistic, test was perlormed with the long{erm

dataprovidedbyrecordingslanld2.lnthistest,thewithin-speakercomparisonwas.oi

the two recoiding sessions- Thus, lor example, all DM's helotokens in his.iirst

all the
"ourr",
""rora
were tested against ail his hel/o tokens in his second recording, and against
i""oroing

376 within-speaker
neltos of"att other speaklers in both recordings. The second test involved
a situation where a
and 3688 between-speaker comparisons. The second test thus simulates
being compared using
are
of
time'
long
stretch
a
by
separated
sample,
a
suspecl
anO
criminat
in each sample
one heltotoken in each sample. itn reality, of course, much more material
much shorter slretch
would be compared, and usually tire samptes would be separated by a
of time.)
between samples as
The tests are crude, and make use of nothing but unweighted distances

thresnolds.First,themeanbetween-speakerandwithin-speakerdistances,andthemean
deviations, were
standard deviation of the between-speaker and within-speaker standard

was then set at halfway
calculated for values atlhe75"/o point. The discriminant threshold
standard deviations
between the between- and within-speaker mean values' Given the similar

observedwiththisprocedure,thisshouldensurethatvaluesclosetoanEERshouldbe
the

Finally, the fairly good agreement observable between the performance for the individual
Iormants and that for the cepstral formant ranges is presumably because the former are the
primary determinants of the spectral shape. However it is also a nice indication that the
cepstral sub-band analysis works. Note also that the sub-band analysis enables us to see
that in the diflerent session comparison the F2 sub-band contains elfectively as much
discriminating information as the whole spectral range.
DISCUSSION

The results reported in this paper do indicate that spectral shape parameters, such as the Lpcepstral coefficients, may have a more imponant role to play in forensic speaker identification
than has been demonstrated to date. ln addition to the fact that such parameters do not pose
lhe measurement problems that are inherent to formant-frequency estimation, the bandselective formulation of the cepstral distance has rendered more viable the task of searching
for spectro-temporal regions that hold the potential of yielding more reliable discrimination.
Moreover, the overall good performance of the cepstrum at some other landmarks (not
demonstrated in this paper) suggests that it is less sensitive to different landmarks than the
formant analysis. However, an unequivocal prescription for the use of the cepstrum, either as
an adjunct or as an alternative to the formants, must await further research into the effects oJ

varying recording conditions (e.9. on telephone data); the pre-treatment of cepstral
coefficients; the etfects of sample size; and the use of more advanced discrimination
strategies, including weighting, and the involvement of more than one landmark.

The overall discrimination performance is not the only relevant parameter for comparison
between the two approaches, of course. lt is also necessary to compare performance on
individual speakers and speaker pairs. With formants, different-session within-speaker
discrimination of RS is particularly bad, for example, and only offset by good performance
with other speakers. lt will be interesting to see whether the cepstrum produces a more
homogeneous set of results.

as the mean of
ontained, assuming distributional normality. The EER was then found
Because the FJL"i-in"nt perforirances for the between- and w1hin-speaker comparisons.pertormance
was
ratio values ior F1 and F3 al 75yo were not so high as for F2 and F4,
know what to expect l:1,1!:
we
did-not
analysis.
formant
in
the
F4
F2
and
for
only
evaiuareu
so we evaluated the cepstral performance at all four formant ranges, as well as
""prlirr,
over the whole range.
Table 3. Equal discrimination performance
(%) of Cepstrum (C) and Formant (F)
RESULTS
analvses aI75Y" ot lou/ in hello.
same sesslon different
FormanV
Results are shown, as equal error percent
(R2)
session
Cepstral

Conference on Speech Science and Technology. Canberra: ASSTA, 354-359.
van der Giet (1987) "Der Einsatz des Computers in der Sprechererkennung." ln Kr.inzel, H.J.
Sprechererkennung: Grundzrige lorensischer Sprachverarbeitung. Heidelberg:
Kriminalistik Verlag, 1 21 -'l 32.
Krinzel, H.J. (1995) "Field Procedures in forensic speaker recognition." ln J.W. Lewis (ed.)
Studies in general and English phonetics. Essays in honour of J.D. O'Connor. London:

shows lirstly that, as expected, performance

Labov, William & Harris, Wendell A. (1990) "Addressing social issues through linguistic

correct performance, in table 3. Table 3

(Rl & R2)
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decreases with the dilferent session data'
The best perlormance (79%) is clearly
obtained by (whole-range) cepstral analysis
for the same session data, but both analyses
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orm equallY well, as ar as
f
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F1
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F2
F3
F4
Full
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performancesareconcerned,forthedifferent
session data: the vaiue lor F4 (64%) is effectively the same as the

F
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63%. Jor the whole+ange

draw comparisons
""ps*'.ltis,ofcourse,highlyunlikelythatF4willbe.availableforuseinrealforensiccase*Jr, 6""ing comparison with-rhotics,-so perhaps it is more realistic to than
the iormant in
with F2. Here the results are clearer. The cepstral analysis is 10% better
{orthe diflerent session
the same session data (7gy"vs.69%), and sil" better (63% vs. 58%)
measurement unreliahility'
Jata. Wnite F4 is not fuily admissible on grounds of availability or

and can
cepstral analyse" spanning the entire Nyquist interval are not thus hampered'
be- noted'
lt
can
range'
higherJormant
the
implicate
to
extloited
rherefore Oe lustitiaOty
moreover.thattheF2rangecepstrumperformance(62./disstill4%betterthantheformant
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